
Windsor WET YOUR WHISTLE Restaurant and Bar

with reduced rent for Covid 19

Retail • Hotel/Leisure

Level 1, 89 George Street, Windsor, NSW 2756

290 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Wed 30-Sep-20

Property Description

Phone enquiry code for this property: 3417

Located in Thompson Square Windsor in the most prominent position adjoining MaMas
café, Windsor Ice Creamery, Crepe Escape, the Macquarie Arms and is diagonally opposite
to Windsor Sea Foods who are all well known and very successfull businesses

There is a full hotel licence available and is licenced for 157 patrons and staff but with
reduced capacity at present by Covid 19 retrictions.
The premises are 290 square metres and located on the first floor with massive exposure
from all four sides and has DA Approval for another verandah extension and external
staircase. There is also another 40 sq metres on the upper level that is used for the drinks
mixer, gas bottles with alarms and food storage.
..
Also available if required , is another 150 sq metres open plan area with concrete floor on
level two with exceptional views over the river to the mountains, that has two additional
toilets and kitchenette . It is suitable for dual uses and is approved for shop top housing but
can also be used for acccommodation , Band B , functions, a movie theatre or office space
etc.
New tables and chairs have been installed to comply with Covid 19 seating and cleaning
requirements.
The premises have a full fit out including tables and chairs, cooking utensils, 16 new
security camera, stylish bar with undercounter refrigeration , commercial kitchen ,male and
female toilets , air conditioning, stereo system , televisions and alarms and seating at
present for over 60 people with additional space for social distancing if required.
Bond required , references required and it is a condition of the lease that all equipment
must be maintained to a as new condition and replaced as required .
Only suitably qualified professionals need apply with the resources and experience to run a
quality and successful business of this nature..
Once Covid 19 restrictions are lifted rent returns to $1600 per week plus gst for level one..
CANNOT BE OPERATED AS NIGHT CLUB.
RENT Is REDUCED TO $1200 per week plus outgoings until the Covid 19 restrictions are
lifted
HAS DA APPROVAL for a large concrete open verandah area and external staircase.

Phone enquiry code for this property: 3417

Additional Details

Building
Partial

Car Spaces
3

Zoning
Commercial

Property Now
1300815051

Property Now - MOOLOOLABA
9/204 Alice Street, Brisbane City Qld
4000
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